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Abstract— Intermediation has become a key role in the 

complex realm of technology transfer projects. In innovation and 
technology transfer literature the number of mentions on 
intermediaries and their involvement in the process have 
expanded, which has triggered a surge in specific literature on the 
intermediation roles. Several authors have not only proposed new 
intermediation roles but also complemented and clarified previous 
ones. In this research, a review of the literature is made, focused 
on the role and involvement of intermediaries in innovation and 
technology transfer, covering more than thirty years and referring 
to four major databases. Following the analysis and discussion of 
the findings, the results are synthetized in a conceptual framework 
proposal, clustering thirteen key intermediation roles. Each of 
these role clusters describes a set of responsibilities, functions and 
main intermediation activities. Findings show that when it comes 
to intermediation roles, literature is yet too fragmented and 
scattered, with little to no connections between the proposed roles. 
The main contribution of this paper is to contribute to and to 
provide a comprehensive overview of otherwise scattered and 
disperse knowledge about the intermediation role. 

Keywords— Intermediation roles, Technology Transfer, 
Innovation Intermediaries, Innovation Systems, Literature Review. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Innovation and technology transfer activities happen in the 

context of highly dynamic innovation ecosystems and are 
dependent on several variables to function properly, such as the 
features of the innovation network, R&D funding, technology 
intermediation, market knowledge and public support [1], [2]. 
With the increasing emergence of open innovation systems, 
intermediary’s basic role of diminishing market and systems 
failures evolved into a more complex intermediation system 
composed by a variety of intermediary agents [3]. 
Intermediation became a key part of the innovation and 
technology transfer process, with intermediaries developing 
new roles and capabilities as more and more technology 
recipients and technology sources look for support to reduce 
market inefficiencies and systemic gaps [4]. Despite this, the 
complexity of intermediation process as well as the variability 
of intermediary agents are still insufficiently characterized in 
literature, reflecting an oversimplified misconception of what 
really is the intermediation role.   

Nonetheless, in the innovation systems’ literature, especially 
on subjects like innovation management and technology 
transfer, intermediaries have gained more and more relevance, 
in both a qualitative and an exploratory way, with studies 
looking to label, describe and understand intermediaries and 
their roles in the process [5]–[7]. This paper follows Howells’ 
[8] perspective as a starting point, as he defines an intermediary 
as “an organization or body that acts as an agent or broker in any 
aspect of the innovation process between two or more parties”. 
From an alternative perspective, Dalziel [9] offered a different 
description, affirming “innovation intermediaries as 
organizations or groups within organizations that work to enable 
innovation”. This alternative definition highlights the 
organizational perspective of innovation intermediaries. 

In the last decades, with the growth and acceptance of the 
Open Innovation idea [10], innovation intermediaries have 
started to be more recognized entities and have acquired broader 
roles. Following the Open Innovation model [11], organisational 
actors started to take advantage of strategic intermediaries as 
experts that can help in obtaining and processing information 
and facilitating  funding access, which can support transactions 
between stakeholder parties [12]. Studies have been shedding 
light on understanding the complexity of intermediaries 
organisations and how their roles are essential to keep up with 
the system’s needs through sophisticated innovation strategies 
and management principles [8], [13]. With the ever growing 
emergence of new kinds of intermediary agents, there are yet 
intermediaries entities and roles to be explored and understood 
in the research literature [14]–[17]. 

With much to be explored and analysed on the roles 
intermediaries can play in innovation systems, in this research 
paper a review of the literature is made, focused on the role and 
involvement of intermediaries have in innovation and 
technology transfer, covering a thirty year period span and 
resorting to four major scientific databases. This review 
intended to further explore and update literature understanding 
on the complexity of intermediation roles, based on the analysis 
and synthesis of this literature review findings.    
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II. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND INTERMEDIARIES  
In the innovation systems point of view, the technology 

transfer process has changed over the years, evolving from a 
linear into a non-linear and systemic process, much more 
complex and with a wider range of actors [8]. Technology 
transfer requires much more than only technology providers and 
business recipients, depending also on intermediary 
organisations to fill systemic gaps in the process, compensating 
for weaknesses in the innovation system [18]–[20]. Many of 
these weaknesses and market failures have been tackled by 
public mechanisms such as activity incentives, however the 
market by itself has not enough incentives to tackle every gap 
[21], [22]. More complex failures are inherent to the system 
itself, resulting commonly from interaction problems between 
the agents [23].  

The Open Innovation model contributed to knowledge about 
technology transfer in the last 20 years. Open innovation 
brought a new perspective to innovation systems [8]. With more 
emerging organisation playing broader roles to fulfil gaps in the 
system, more innovation management scholars [8], [11], [24], 
[25] also started exploring the variety of intermediary 
organisation types, their roles and their importance to the 
national innovation systems [8], [15], [26]–[29]. This model 
describes an innovation system in which industry relies on 
Research and Development resources from other system agents 
[11], [12],  and also on the collaborative ecosystem strategies 
open innovation approaches can foster, such as cooperation and 
strategic alliances among several types of agents from the 
innovation ecosystem. Following  this open innovation 
perspective, the emergence of more actors in the ecosystem 
poses as an opportunity for both providers and recipients [8], 
[30], and provides alternative mechanisms to tackle systemic 
failures.  

With literature evidence on the rapid growth of more and 
new types of intermediary organisations in the system, most of 
the literature defines and categorizes innovation intermediaries 
with terms such as: “intermediaries”, “brokers”, “mediators”, 
“consultants”, “third-parties” or “bridge organisations” [31]. 
Battistella [17] argues that the intermediary figure, as a concept 
actor in the innovation system, may, or may not be, directly 
involved on the technology transfer process. These changing 
patterns earned innovation intermediaries a specific body of 
literature on its own [8], [17], [32]–[34], in which several 
authors have studied the role of these emerging organisations 
and their role in the innovation/technology transfer process [32]. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
The literature review was developed following the six steps 

specified by [35]: (1) defining the research questions; (2) 
defining the criteria for sample collection required for the study 
(3) obtaining a sample of the potentially relevant literature; (4) 
selecting the relevant literature; (5) synthesizing the literature; 
and (6) reporting the results.  

The review presented in this paper was conducted following 
a key research question: “Which are the set of intermediation 
roles intermediary agents fulfil alongside technology transfer 
projects?”.  

The search was made relying on four databases (Web of 

Science, Scopus, SAGE and Google Scholar), was limited to 
articles and reviews and covers thirty years from 1990 to 2020, 
retrieving an initial total of 4319 documents, further filtered  
through specific exclusion criteria to a final sample of 128 
documents used in this literature review. Figure 1 summarizes 
the screening process followed.  

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This section reviews and discusses the obtained literature 

findings for the research question previously defined. Based on 
the final sample of 128 documents, the involvement of 
intermediaries in technology transfer is analysed, tracking the 
roles, activities and intermediation focus proposed, described 
and complemented by several authors in the innovation 
intermediary’s literature. 

The literature on technology transfer, innovation 
management and systems of innovation has identified various 
roles for technology intermediaries [8], [36], but it wasn’t 
always like that. Most authors before [8], especially in the 
technology transfer related literature, usually summarized and 
generalized the functions of intermediary agents into two key 
roles: “brokering” as a main function during the innovation 
and/or technology transfer process and “networking”, the typical 
role of an intermediary in the innovation system, where he 
provides and maintain the right connections and network 
conditions in a defined sector or industry and within its main 
stakeholders [15]. Authors in [37], [38] added two other major 
activity focus required for intermediaries, the “communication” 
and the “scanning and gathering information” activities which 
were a milestone in understanding the larger potential of 
intermediaries’ role in sustaining innovation systems and 
technology transfer processes [17]. 

Nonetheless, authors agree that the intermediary’s role in 
technology transfer is far more complex than only providing the 
mediation of networks and brokering activities, the most 
highlighted roles in technology transfer models and literature. 
For instance, [27] shows that private consultants had a particular 

 

Fig. 1. Research methodology 
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role as a kind of innovation bridge by playing a list of key 
bridging activities, very much similar to what could be seen as 
intermediation activities, such as (1) articulation of needs and 
selection of options, (2) identification of needs and selection 
training, (3) creation of business cases, (4) communications and 
development, (5) education and link to external info and (6) 
project management activities, such as managing external 
resources and organisational development. But even with the 
development of the innovation intermediary’s literature, most 
innovation intermediary roles and activities in innovation and 
technology transfer literature were still relatively vague and 
stated in general terms, describing an intermediary focus, more 
than an actual role. Examples of this are building linkages with 
external knowledge providers, providing specific knowledge of 
technology and industries, articulating, diagnosing and 
evaluating technologies to be transferred, establishing relational 
binding for technology transfer agents to facilitate transactions 
and providing guidance and implementing innovation policy [8], 
[18], [20].  

When it comes to intermediation roles, activities, 
responsibilities or focus, most of the literature is largely 
fragmented and scattered through hundreds of publications 
under different terms and designations, different descriptions 
and little to no connections between the proposed roles. Some 
authors started to create and propose modular frameworks to 
categorise, structure and connect intermediation roles through 
different conceptual logics. Example of that is [39], who saw 
intermediaries more as innovation “coordinators”, responsible 
for coordination activities, and proposed a framework with three 
main coordination categories: “network”, “cooperation” and 
“political”. Other authors also have been distinguishing the roles 
and types of intermediaries by their roles in cluster domains such 
as “problem solving”, “technology transfer” and “coordination 
of networks in innovation systems” [13], [40], [41]. 

Howells [8] contributed highly to the innovation 
intermediaries’ literature by presenting a study with a greater in-
depth on the kind of activities innovation intermediaries play 
and why they are becoming key agents in innovation systems. 
Further corroborated by [31], [8] showed that innovation and 
technology intermediaries play a wide spectrum of roles, 
ranging from diffusion and technology transfer to innovation 
management, and even offering knowledge intensive services in 
several steps of the project, from the idea conception, problem 
solving, matchmaking, intellectual property including concrete 
technology brokering and commercialization. 

In what concerns innovation intermediaries’ roles, the 
contribution of [8] is still widely accepted, where ten key 
functions are  , namely: (1) foresight and diagnostics; (2) 
scanning and information processing; (3) knowledge processing 
and combination/recombination; (4) gate keeping and 
brokering; (5) testing and validation; (6) accreditation; (7) 
validation and regulation; (8) protecting the results; (9) 
commercialisation; and (10) evaluation of outcomes. Several 
authors have followed [8] framework of the activities 
intermediaries play on both innovation and technology transfer, 
and have complemented and added up new roles and activities 
to the innovation intermediaries [42], such as: “forecasting and 
road mapping” [8], [15], [43], “information gathering and 

dissemination” [8], [27], [44]; “fostering networking and 
partnerships” [27], [31], [43]; “prototyping and piloting” [45]; 
“technical consulting” [8], [46]; “resource mobilisation” [8], 
[27], [47], [48]; “commercialisation” [8], [27], [48]; “branding 
and legitimation” [43], “investment appraisal analysis” [46] and 
“definition of innovation needs” [15], [46]. 

A. Intermediation roles  
Based on the literature it was possible to identify not only 

the existence of different terms to refer the same role and 
activities, but also several activities that can be under the 
umbrella of the same categorisation. But even through the 
combination and merge of several similar roles, the spectrum of 
intermediary’s responsibilities and activities would still be too 
wide and fragmented to be analysed, sometimes even varying or 
overlapping as different intermediary types could have similar 
intermediation focus under different roles. In order to respond to 
the research goals in a detailed, yet compiled, analysis, a 
framework was developed and proposed, combining and 
systemising the discussion, following a synthetized approach to 
the review findings, and adopting as a categorization criteria the 
key roles clusters that the intermediary, as a concept, can have 
alongside the technology transfer process.  

The developed set of role clusters used as its baseline the 
framework proposed by [8], but also took into consideration the 
wide, and more recent, set of contributions and add-ons roles 
and designations found, proposed and highlighted by several 
authors reviewed in this theoretical research. The result is the 
proposal of a framework synthetizing  the review findings in 13 
key role clusters (Table I), each describing a particular focus that 
an intermediary agent, as a concept, can have and what specific 
roles, responsibilities and activities the literature review found 
to be part of or related.  

Major implications highlighted by the authors with this 
literature review focus mainly on understanding the complexity 
of intermediation as a concept key role in innovation and 
technology transfer. The proposed framework aims to go 
beyond updating and structured clustering of the data found 
dispersed in the literature, looking also to emphasize the 
importance of the intermediary as a strategic agent in innovation 
systems, in order to orient future theoretical developments in this 
domain. The literature review findings have also practical 
implications, by shedding light on the larger range and potential 
of the intermediaries’ role in response to systematic gaps, 
reflecting the need to adjust innovation policies, strategies and 
practices that can make the most of this under-exploited agent. 

The results showed an extension of the traditional 
intermediary roles in innovation systems and technology 
transfer literature. However, the true value of the proposed 
framework is still limited by the need to further develop a 
comprehension of which of these roles are in fact played by each 
type of intermediary. Thus, the literature analysis points to 
future research directions by recognizing a lack of synthesized 
comprehension about the range of intermediation entities 
operating in the system, namely on how they differ from each 
other and which of the intermediation roles can be matched to 
each of them. 
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TABLE I - Intermediation Role Clusters 

# Roles Description References 

1 Policy & Strategy 
Support and lobby policy makers in the development and implementation of regional, sectorial or 
national-wide innovation policy strategies, providing a bridge connection to government and public 
entities in matters of innovation. 

[14], [18], [42], [49]. 

2 Mediation & 
Mobilization 

Create and coordinate networks and other strategic intermediation platforms, providing neutral grounds 
to foster collaboration between innovation system’s stakeholders and potentiate the mobilization of its 
key resources. 

 [4], [8], [13], [14], [27], 
[50]. 

3 Knowledge Diffusion 
& Support 

Act as two-way communication channel between university and industry, providing a centralized point 
of contact to both knowledge diffusion and knowledge support. [4], [8], [14], [16]  

4 Funding & Finance The focus is to identify and to bid for funding opportunities aligned with the project needs, or in the due 
diligence related to activities of strategic selection and sourcing of public or private financing schemes. [5], [13], [27], [51], [52] 

5 Technology Scouting 
& Market Foresight 

Constantly monitor the technology state of the art evolution, scan and gather information to support 
innovation decisions and technology procurement. Playing as an input source of market opportunities 
through strategic foresight activities, such as identifying and diagnosing market trends, industry’ needs 
and innovation challenges. 

[5], [8], [27], [30], [46], 
[53], [54] 

6 Idealization  Assist through the conceptualization and generation of new project ideas, by assisting in the idealization 
process contributing with knowledge and creative support. 

[8], [15], [16], [46], [55], 
[56] 

7 Brokering and 
Connecting 

Brokering is about gatekeeping and bridging technology and other R&D results between sources and 
interested recipients, arranging and negotiating technology deals but also supporting in the connecting 
process of building working groups and consortiums, searching for potential partners and coordinating 
cooperative relations both to maximize synergies and to monitor behaviours that could put the group 
relationship at risk. 

[4], [5], [8], [14], [17], [57]

8 Project Management & 
Assessment 

Assisting with the design, set-up and management of projects properly aligned with defined goals and 
needs, interacting regularly with key stakeholders from project administration and execution control 
tasks. Also, since acting as neutral third parties, intermediaries can independently assess and evaluate 
technology transfer projects performance and its impacts. 

[5], [8], [14], [16], [27], 
[58] 

9 Financial and 
Technical Feasibility  

Assisting with concept proofing, supplying qualified feasibility analysis and testing, diagnosing and 
evaluating ideas, models and technologies’ prototypes in order to validate and evaluate its potential. [8], [27], [45], [59], [60] 

10 Accreditation & 
Quality 

Support in accreditation and standards, aiding in technology regulation and arbitration due diligences 
and through quality processes. [8], [27], [46] 

11 Intellectual Property & 
Rights 

Answer to the R&D and technology needs through legal strategies, representing and supporting 
bureaucratic processes to protect and value intellectual property, rights and other innovation assets. [5], [8], [43], [61] 

12 Implementation & 
Knowledge Transfer 

Be part of the technology transfer and implementation processes fostering the recipient absorptive 
capacity through knowledge transfer strategies such as the selection and training of specialised 
workforces. 

[14], [17], [27], [46] 

13 Marketing & Business 
Development 

Bridge and help to sell ready-to-market technology innovations, by assisting in key business activities 
like marketing research and strategy and after by assisting in the commercialization process. Also, in 
the case of entrepreneurial technology transfer strategies, being in the form of spin-offs and/or start-ups, 
it adds up the need for business development support to create, accelerate and grow the ventures. 

[8], [14], [17], [56], [57], 
[62]-[64] 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
The developed framework (Table I), proposed by the 

authors, intended to systematically synthetize the large 
contribution pool several authors have been building over the 
years, allowing to structure and complement some of the ideas 
found on the literature in a modular and organised way. Thus, 
despite playing a wide range of roles in innovation and 
technology transfer, the review results show that most of the 
intermediation roles are not necessarily related with the key 
traditional roles of “Brokering” or “Networking” as already 
suggested by [15].  

The main finding standing out from this review is that 
when it comes to intermediation roles, activities, 
responsibilities or focus, the literature is largely fragmented 
and scattered through thousands of publications under 
different terms and designations, different descriptions and 
there are few or no connections between the proposed roles. 

The developed framework contributes to integrate and 
structure this heterogeneity and the range of roles played by 
intermediaries in innovation and technology transfer. Based 
on the ten roles proposed by [8] the framework incorporates a 
wide set of authors contributions into new clusters 
perspectives on the intermediation roles, like “Policy & 
Strategy”, “Funding & Finance”, “Idealization”, “Project 
Management & Assessment” and “Marketing and Business 
Development”. 

Drawing up on future research directions, the growing 
relevance that intermediaries show in the innovation systems’ 
literature calls for further theoretical research, frameworks 
and conceptual models that can lay out how intermediation 
works, who’s involved, what is performed, what are the 
expected results, and when it should be seen as a critical or a 
strategic option.  
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